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you. So why not come out, help me some? And when you help'it

helps you know, helps the whole community." 'But squraany have

an excuse for not coming you know. Well, lots of times I do*f't

feel like going but I, you know, go ahead and go anyway. But

lots of times I get kind of disgusted because other people don't

want to help. Like I feel like they should. They appreciate me

doing things for them.̂ , But they don't try to help me.

(Yeah, I understand what you mean.)

SUCCESSFUL VENTURE OF MAKING A WELL FROM A SPRING IN COMMUNITY

• ~

I'll tell you abo^t the spring in our community. There were

about twenty-three people I mean 23 families in our community

who wer£ hauling water from the road side spring and it was

just an old open shallow well, really. You know it was walled

up, the sides with brick. Not bricks but rocks and it always

. had water in it. You know, during a drought or rainy season or

anytime it had lot of water in it. And people hauled waterout

of there by the barrel fulls. And they'd dip their bucket

down and you know, you can't do that without getting your hands

in the water. They'd maybe hold the jug .under until' if filled.

And people would come along and wash their feet in it, I imagine.

One time they found a dead .dog in it and we've seen, well,

neighbors have^seen cows drinking out of that when it was high

enough for them to reach. Someone saw a deer down there drink-

ing out of it. And there was an old willow tree over hanging

this and leaves would fall in, bugs would fall in, grasshoppers,

and snakes. You know, they were always fishing something out

of that spring. But still everybody had to get their water

there at the spring. So they'd clean it out and they'd keep

using it. And I decided it was a good source of water but we

heeded that sanitation project that had been all around us.

And I thought if I talke<|_to Chief Mclntbsh about it then we

could maybe get. the sanitation project in our community. So I

'talked to him about it and .he said, "You write it all down in

black and white and hand it to me at the council meeting."

"And?we'11 see what can be done." And I thought well, I'll

make it good, you know* I'll make a picture of the old spring

with an old anti-freeze can sitting there by it and there was


